We report on the simultaneous observation of atmospheric Cerenkov light by a prototype 6ve telescope array, GRACE (Gran Sasso Air Cerenkov Experiment) with deep underground muons in the MACRO (Monopole Astrophysics and Cosmic Ray Observatory). The telescope array was deployed at Campo Imperatore above the Gran Sasso Laboratory for a run completed in the fall of 1992. The total live time for the combined surface-underground operation was~100 h during which more than 300 events were seen in coincidence. The efficacy of this technique to monitor the electromagnetic and penetrating muon components of a cosmic-ray-induced cascade is discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem in ultrahigh energy cosmic ray physics for the past three decades has been the determination of the elemental abundances and spectra of primary particles incident at Earth's atmosphere [1] . This Bux of particles represents the end product of a long sequence of processes such as particle production at the source, acceleration and injection into the interstellar medium, propagation through the galactic magnetic 6eld, and spallation due to collisions with matter. Because of the very small Buxes at energies above 10 TeV, direct measurements of cosmic ray composition by balloon or satellite payloads are being extended by indirect methods, generally with large acceptance terrestrial detectors. Such detectors observe not the primary particle, but the hadronic and/or electromagnetic cascade resulting from a collision of the primary projectile with oxygen and nitrogen targets.
Attempts to measure indirectly the cosmic ray composition at energies above 10 TeV are plagued by an incomplete experimental picture of the high energy nucleusnucleus interaction and resulting cascade. Typically, extensive air shower (EAS) arrays measure electron content and are thus sensitive to the electromagnetic component of the cascade. Air Cerenkov detectors are also sensitive to the electromagnetic component with better sampling statistics but at the cost of reduced live time. Deep underground detectors are often capable of observing deeply penetrating muon bundles [2 -8] , an interaction product which is sensitive to the type of primary particle [9] . For a specified slant depth of overburden, heavier nuclei produce more muons than protons or light nuclei. The underground muon yield, spatial distribution, and angular distribution also reBect the nature of the interaction. High energy muons normally arise &om the decay of charged pions and kaons, which can be considered to be radiated from an excited isobaric state of the interacting projectile [10] . At energies near and above the "knee" ( 10is eV) of the all-particle spectrum, where knowledge of the inclusive pion production cross sections (and hence muon yield) is limited, various additional muon production mechanisms have been discussed. These mechanisms range &om large scaling violations in the Feynman z variable [11] in the forward or high rapidity region to promptly decaying heavy Bavor mesons [12] . We finally note that even if the interactions were completely understood, underground muon detectors alone generally lack the means to gauge the primary particle energy. [18, 19] , the Cerenkov technique potentially offers lower thresholds than the 100 -1000 TeV typical of many EAS arrays [20] and therefore affords operation with muon detectors in this otherwise unobservable energy region.
In this paper we report on the initial run of a five element array designed to view EAS Cerenkov light in coincidence with deep underground muons observed with the MACRO detector [21, 22] at the Gran Sasso Laboratory. 
A. Noncoincident events
In order to assess the performance of the telescopes we examine the charge or photoelectron spectrum &om one night's exposure. To the extent that the measured light intensity reBects the primary particle energy, the observed spectrum should reBect the primary all-particle spectr»m.
Distortions to this picture arise &om two somewhat canceling processes. Because the light intensity falls off with radial distance &om the shower core, the sensitive trigger region extending radially &om a telescope increases with energy. Higher primary energy events whose core are observed farther &om the telescope than nearby low energy events contribute preferentially to the low end of the charge spectrum. This tends to steepen the observed spectra. Conversely, due to the steepness of the spectrum, photoelectron Suctuations preferentially shift events from lower bins to the less occupied higher charge bins. This renders the spectrum somewhat Batter.
The conversion of charge spectr»m to cosmic ray energy spectrum has previously been done &om the Monte Carlo -simulated charge distributions for each shower energy [28] . A result of this work is that that the observed charge spectrum has the same power law index as the primary spectrum. The Monte Carlo simulation used in this work is tailored to the specific trigger conditions of the run. This simulation samples a primary energy from the all-particle spectrum measured by the Akeno detector [29] Fig. 7 with our Monte Carlo simulation. The slope and error quoted in the 6gure represents the average spectrum of 6ve telescopes. The power 1aw 6t is made to the tail of the distribution and is consistent both with the simulation and with the cosmic ray all-particle spectrum. The background contribution for several runs is quite small. In Fig. 8(d [2] . In this calculation, the probability for at least one muon to reach detector depth is determined &om negative binomial statistics and folded with the cosmic ray spectra for different elemental species, the detector's geometrical acceptance, trigger, and track reconstruction efficiencies. Figure 11 shows the integral energy distribution for muon events in MACRO generated by a light primary compo- sition model [30] in which protons are the dominant component. Also shown in this 6gure is the Cerenkov array's eKciency for events falling within 100 m of the array's center. We choose the efficiency at this point because in a conceivable expanded array, most events would likely fall within this distaace of a telescope. According to Fig. 11 essentially 100% of MACRO muons arise from primary energies above 2 TeV, and 24% of them derive from an energy above 100 TeV. By association of the GRACE efficiency with a fraction of the underground muon flux, we might conclude that the array triggers with essentially 100% efficiency at 70 TeV. However, the trigger threshold is probably not monoenergetic, but increases &om zero at soxae nominal energy and rises to saturation. This smearing of the threshold would result from the Buctuations in the Cerenkov light intensity for showers initiated by monoenergetic prixnaries. In the absence of a precise knowledge of the threshold function (which we estimate in the following paragraph) and given an ef6ciency of 0.3 + .04 we can interpret Figs. 10 and ll to indicate that GRACE triggers with 100%%uo efficiency in the region 60 -100 TeV, but the actual "turn on" (e.g., 10% trigger efficiency) occurs well below this energy.
B. Coincident Events
We can derive an independent estimate of the GRACE primary energy threshold moxa the Monte Carlo described in the earlier noncoincident events section. The trigger level (which we initially estimated to be in the 30-50 photoelectron range, depeadiag upon the particular telescope) is a free parameter in the simulation. We exploit this to obtain improved estixaates of the telescopes' trigger thresholds by requiring that the peaks and onset of the power law spectrum of the measured and simulated distributions be in agreement. From this procedure, we obtain a telescope averaged threshold of 52+ 9
photoelectrons. An additional 30% systematic uncertainty in the gain calibration contributes to the uacertainty. With the thresholds determined, the estimated trigger efficiency versus primary energy (for shower cores restricted to within 100 m and 240 m of the array center) is shown in Fig. 12 . For the 100 m curve, the trigger eFiciency saturates at 90 TeV. Furthermore, according to this estimate, the Cerenkov array triggers with 50% efBciency at 20 TeV.
The result in Fig. 12 predicts a high efficiency ( 90%) at 50 TeV. This is somewhat less than the threshold derived &om the relative trigger rates of the surface aad underground detector. However, the threshold obtained by the method could be underestimated.
Possible systematic uncertainties iahereat in the Monte Carlo calculation may exaggerate the photoelectron yield. In particular, the simulation assumes an ideal atmospheric profile, not necessarily adapted to the specific environment (sometimes hazy) in which our telescopes resided. Additional unmeasured (and hence unquantifiable effects) such as dust andjor dew condensation on the telescope covers may have further diminished the light collection. To summarize, the primary eaergy threshold, which we may de6ae as the poiat at which GRACE triggers with 50% efficiency, probably lies between the results of the two methods. The forxner method is consistent with 100%%uo efficiency at 60 -100 TeV but assumes a step- nucleus, the production multiplicity and transverse momentum distribution of pions the evolution of the electron cascade, and the atmospheric attenuation of light. Previous efforts [31 -34] have obtained some agreement between early calculations of the lateral distribution and experiment. These measurements, performed in conjunction with EAS arrays, examine the pulse height normalized to the electron density versus the core distance where the latter is determined &om the EAS data.
To some extent we are able to directly assess the Monte Carlo -generated lateral distribution of photoelectrons.
To do this, we use the location of the core which is approximated &om the underground muon track together with the total charge observed by each telescope. Although the number of coincidences is not large, we can exploit the fact that for each event there is often more than one pair of telescopes participating. In this analysis we use the 1159 telescope pair combinations from the entire coincidence event sample.
In Fig. 13 than in the MACRO only data ( 6'%%uo of the single muon content). Figure 14 shows the observed integral multiple muon &equency distribution for all MACRO events passing within the GRACE region, and for the coincident sample. The data have been normalized, to the total number of events, 2062 and 166, respectively, in each distribution. We also show HEMAs-based [13] Monte Carlo simulation results using a light model for the cosmic ray composition [30] . This model has been previously shown to be preferred over a heavier composition with two [2] and six [35] 
